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DVDO® Precision Interconnects

Precision HD15 to 3-RCA Component Video Cable
HD15 to 3-RCA Breakout
6 ft (2m) length MSRP $59

Precision Analog Composite Video Cable
Composite Video RCA to RCA
6.5 ft (2m) length MSRP $29

Precision Digital Video DVI Cable
DVI-D Single-Link Male to DVI-D Single Link Male
6.5 ft (2m) length MSRP $39

Precision Analog HD15 to 5-BNC Cable
HD15 pin DB VGA to 5-BNC Breakout
20 ft (6m) length MSRP $79

Precision Analog S-Video Cable
S-Video 4-pin DIN to 4-pin DIN
6.5 ft (2m) length MSRP $29

Precision Analog Component Video Cable
Component (YPbPr) 3-RCA to 3-RCA
6.5 ft (2m) length MSRP $59

Precision Coaxial Digital Audio Cable
Coaxial Digital Audio RCA to RCA
6.5 ft (2m) length MSRP $29

Precision Fiber Optic Digital Audio Cable
Optical Digital Audio Toslink to Toslink
6.5 ft (2m) length MSRP $39
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DVDO® Precision Interconnects

PRECISION HD15 TO 3-RCA COMPONENT VIDEO CABLE

HD15 to 3-RCA Breakout
6 ft (2m) length

MSRP $59

Model 11-2001-01

DVDO’s custom-designed Precision HD15 to 3-RCA Component Video Cable
delivers a pure, high-resolution video signal for sharp, natural-looking images.

• 75 ohm coaxial cable construction with strain-relief overmolds

• High quality gold-plated cast RCA connectors with color-coded barrel grips

• Integrated ferrite on HD15 cable end for enhanced system electromagnetic 
compatibility

This cable can be used two ways with your iScan™:
1 To connect the analog video output of your iScan to the Component (YPbPr) 

video inputs on most televisions, projectors, and other display devices

2 To connect the High Definition video oupt (typically 1080i or 720p) of a 
Direct Broadcast Satellite TV Receiver (DSS, Dish, etc.), or other HD video 
source, to the “Pass-Thru” input of the iScan Ultra or iScan HD

PRECISION ANALOG COMPOSITE VIDEO CABLE

Composite Video
RCA to RCA

6.5 ft (2m) length

The DVDO/Accell Precision Analog Composite Video Cable is ideal for providing
a high-resolution video signal for clear, lifelike images.

Gold plating ensures maximum connectivity. Use this cable to connect your
DVD player, VCR, or AV receiver to your iScan™.  Gold-plated RCA connectors
deliver a corrosion-resistant connection, and gold-plated split-tip center pins pro-
vide optimum contact.  This cable uses a specifically wound high-purity copper con-
ductor to transfer the video signal more effectively.  This construction provides
extremely low signal loss and a smooth, pure video signal.  The cable minimizes
signal degradation and video noise that can diminish the quality of your picture.

MSRP $29

Model 11-2002-01
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DVDO® Precision Interconnects

PRECISION DIGITAL VIDEO DVI CABLE

DVI-D Single-Link Male to
DVI-D Single-Link Male

6.5 ft (2m) length

The DVDO/Accell Precision Digital Video DVI Cable provides high-bandwidth
digital video transmission up to 4.96Gbps for the sharpest, clearest picture on your
HDTV, digital flat panel display, projector or other DVI enable display device.

Gold plating ensures maximum connectivity. Featuring 24K gold-plated con-
nectors and contacts, this cable provides the highest quality connectivity available.
Its exclusive Stingray™ boot design makes connecting the cable easy. It is manu-
factured with an ultra-low loss gas-injected dielectric to ensure flawless vide detail.
The UltraFlex™ protective jacket provides easy routing and extreme cable protec-
tion.

MSRP $39

Model 11-2003-01

PRECISION ANALOG HD15 TO 5-BNC VIDEO CABLE

HD15 to 5-BNC Breakout
20 ft (6m) length

Precision Analog HD15 VGA to 5-BNC Video Cable with BNC to RCA Connector
Adaptor Kit

• 75 ohm coaxial cable construction with strain-relief overmolds

• High quality gold-plated cast RCA connectors with color-coded barrel grips

• Integrated ferrite on HD15 cable end for enhanced system electromagnetic 
compatibility

This cable is typically used as the video ouput interconnect between iScan™ products
and displays requiring RGB with discrete H & V Sync signal lines. It can also be used
for any display requiring either RGB (with composite sync on a separate signal line),
RGB with sync embedded on the ‘G’ signal line, or Component (YPbPr) video. This
cable is 20 feet (6.1 meters) in length, ideal for longer runs to projectors and plasma
displays. It comes as a kit with BNC to RCA adaptors to accommodate displays with
RCA connectors.

MSRP $79

Model 11-2004-01
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DVDO® Precision Interconnects

PRECISION ANALOG S-VIDEO CABLE

S-Video
4-pin DIN to 4-pin DIN

6.5 ft (2m) length

The DVDO/Accell Precision Analog S-Video Cable is ideal for providing a high-
resolution video signal for clear, lifelike images.

Gold plating ensures maximum connectivity. Use this cable to connect your
DVD player, VCR, or AV receiver to your iScan™.  DVDO/Accell video cables mini-
mize signal degradation and video noise that can diminish picture quality. Our S-
Video Interconnect uses a specifically wound, high-purity copper conductor to
transfer video signals more efficiently. This construction provides low signal loss
and a smooth, linear video signal. The DVDO/Accell Precision S-Video Interconnect
provides lower distortion and improved video transfer ensuring the clearest, most
lifelike images possible.

MSRP $29

Model 11-2005-01

PRECISION ANALOG COMPONENT VIDEO CABLE

Component (YPbPr)
3-RCA to 3-RCA
6.5 ft (2m) length

The DVDO/Accell Precision Analog  Component Video Cable delivers a pure, a
high-resolution video signal for sharp, natural looking images.

Gold plating ensures maximum connectivity. Use this cable to connect your
DVD player, set-top box or Direct Broadcast Satellite TV Receiver to your iScan™.
This cable features gold-plated RCA connectors for a corrosion-resistant connection,
and gold-plated split-tip center pins for optimum contract. Our Component Video
Interconnect uses a specifically wound, high-purity copper conductor to transfer the
video signal more efficiently. This construction provides low signal loss and a
smooth, linear video signal. The DVDO/Accell Precision Component Video
Interconnect minimizes signal degradation and video noise that can diminish pic-
ture quality.

MSRP $59

Model 11-2006-01
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DVDO® Precision Interconnects

PRECISION COAXIAL DIGITAL AUDIO CABLE

Coaxial Digital Audio
RCA to RCA

6.5 ft (2m) length

The DVDO/Accell Precision Coaxial Digital Audio Cable is ideal for providing a
pure audio signal link for accurate, natural sound quality.

The DVDO/Accell Precision Digital Audio Cable features heavy-duty double-braided
copper shielding to reject electromagnetic and radio frequency interference for
maximum resistance to interference. It uses a highly pure copper conductor to
transfer the audio signals more efficiently. This construction provides extremely low
signal loss and a smooth, tight signal. The cable features gold-plated RCA connec-
tors for a solid, corrosion-resistant connection, and gold-plated split-tip center pins
for optimum contact. This cable provides signal distortion and improved audio
transfer for greater clarity and detail.

MSRP $29

Model 11-2007-01

PRECISION FIBER OPTIC DIGITAL AUDIO CABLE

Optical Digital Audio
Toslink to Toslink
6.5 ft (2m) length

The DVDO/Accell Precision Fiber Optic Digital Audio Cable is ideal for providing
a pure audio signal link for accurate, natural sound quality.

This high-performance fiber optic cable uses ultra-high purity fiber with extremely
low optical dispersion that yields crisp, clear audio. Super-polished connector termi-
nations ensure low retroflection and superior optical coupling, while our gold-plated
contacts guarantee a secure connection every time. The outer jacket and gas-
injected insulator are specifically designed to protect the fiber, providing you with a
long-lasting, high-quality connection.

MSRP $39

Model 11-2008-01
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